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Advance Given
On 1959 Crop
Dark Tobacco

Murray,

John Gregory
Joins Hughes
Law Firm

Ky., Saturday Afternoon, November

Most Cranberries
Prove To Be OK

WASHINGTON WM/ — Government
laboratory
tests
are
shawlag that most cranberries
are free of contamination and
safe far the Thankagiving dinner
table.
This was the ga.ad. news flowing jay teletype and telephone
frcen 17 field edifices cif the Food
and Drug Administiation FDA to
its ma:n headquarters here.
The tests are far from complete. But so far only two lotaave been found tainted with a
•iiemical 'weed killer that causes
Inyrrad cancer an rats. Seizure
orders for these were issued on
the West Coast.
These twe shipments spark. d the government's warning to
aa.raewives Monday that they
faauld not buy craraberries un.ess they were sure they were
sncentanenated. Government teats
were ordertd anmeciaately to pin:int the tanted berries.
It was learned, meanwhile, that
the government is considering a
plan to inform housewives which
canned crienberriee are safe. 'Each
John Gregory
can carries a manufacturing code
Nat Ryan Hughes. local attorney, number weich gives the packing
announced today that John Greg- date and plant location.
The idea would be to make
ory has joined his law firm which
public the code numbers of cans
is located at 502 Maple Street.
Mr Gregozy is a native of Ham- ceritaining uno.retamineted cranlan, Kentucky arid earned ha law berries.
The plan will be among a numdegree at the University of Kenlucky. School of Law in 1955. He gber of subjects to be diarussed
held the pasita.n of Note Editor in meetings between industry
on the staff of the Kentucky Law (officials beginning Tuesday. The
Journal. a quarterly legal publica- ,talks well be led by Arthur S.
Lion written and compiled by out- Flemming, secretary of health,
standing students enrolled in the educaton and welfare.
Flemming set off the cranberry
school.
Since his graduation Gregory has cancer scare Monday when he
had wide experience an various warned housewives that part of
the Oregon and Washington cranfields of law
After 'beina admitteed to the berry crop was tainted with the
Kentucky Bar in September of v.eed killer aminotriazole.
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Bill Kopperud
Named To WKC
All-Conference
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By PAUL QUINN
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— Mon- atate and the South.
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tana ranchers, reeang under recAnimals Trapped
of Reynolds. Arn.ck was found
ord breaking snow and cold, laced
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United Press International
Franklin-Simpson: Woodall, Critraise the lowest bet from $2 to home since he voted early election
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Mr Gregory and his wife. the
T3F
day then went to L• uisville to
The gremlins who jinx Friday $b:
Several Murray 'lagers played tenden County. Centers Raymond,
33 former Miss Charlotte O'Keefe of
114F
their Matt Owensboro and Ligon of Madi- the 13th. keep watch ever ladders
In Paris. the Army announced await the outcome of his nice
27i Maysville. Kentucky, are both their last gine
T5F
and mark the paths of black cats It would not draft fashion de- when Republican candidate John
38 graduates of Centre Collegie at school career last night as they sonville.
TID
apparently' tripped Fr:day over signer Yves St. Laurent because M Robsion Jr.. was to be honored
32 Danville. They have one child. won over the Trigg County WildT4D
with a parade starting at 1 pm.
a four-leaf 'clover.
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Z3 They are both members of the cats in a close 14-13 battle.
to
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He was scheduled to arrive by
Friday, Nov. 13, 1959, brought France r:ght where he was.
Murray got their scores in ti.
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more geed luck than bad.
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Combs rolled up a 181.000 vote
His two companions Leland
Patients admitted from Wednes- by engineer Chester Gudinun- ,during a strict 39-week diet of
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a&Marreit and John Palmore have X5L
In seven plays Trigg scored weth day 8:30 a. m. to Friday 9:00 a. m. son, 58. of Roselle Park. N. J., 'three light liquids and a baby- plurality — giestest in Kentucky
43
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.r.en charged with public drunkpolitical history — over Robseon
Pleas flenry Green, Rt. 2, Buc- brought the runaWay to a halt. like formula.
2:05 loft in the half. William Clark
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in the November election.
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on the State Court of Appeals.
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Shoemaker,
33
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milk production was 9.739.000.000 trona attempt to catch up when 503 No. 7th.; Mrs. Hugh Collins,
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28
On era gangsters, won a parole coffee in prescribed amounts, she
X4D
'hey made a 54 yard march down
robbed the truck step of $30
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X5D
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Kopperud has a total of 14(10 Brandon, 128 Lakeview Drive, injuries, and the Skagit radieecl
The 36th Annual Meeting of the
yards for the season.
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4 Wilted Press International
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JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUELLSITER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
er Public Voice :tams which, in our °pinkie, are sat
am Ihis hew
snortiat or our readers.
(ATIONAL REPELFSKNTATIVIQs. WALLACE WITMER CO, IME
Monroe, Memphis. Tenn.. 250 Perk Ave.. New Teak IW/ L141•01ssa Ave., Chicago: 90 &triton St.. Boston_
adored at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, far tranaduisawa as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carnera Murray per week )44
booth SSe In Calloway and adjoining counties. per,ea& WI* per
saw
where, 250.

New School Buildings
$500,000
Planning
mmission with Professional
Consultation
NEEDED

Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
Audition To Hospital

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

will

20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
The Murray Lion's Club, organized five
Will receive its charter in a special program

1400=6

weeks ago
at the NItirray High School gymnasium Tuesday night. November
14. at 8 o'clock. it was announced today by T. T. Elkin..
Clifton Brown. native of Callowail County and Murray and a graduate of Murray State College and Bowlinft.
Green Business University, was recently notified of
appointment to the Executive Board of the Virginia
Business Education Association.
Stewart A. Arnold. 70. for years a worker for the City
of Murray. died yesterday morning three miles north of
Lynn Grove at the home of Ed Carter. and was buried
in the afternoon at South Pleasant Grove.
The Calloway County Lumber Company reports thatl
business is On the upgrade for it and that the following!
people are among those who are building new homes or
whose homes have been recently completed in - Mtirra.and Calloway County: Prof. Everett Detrtiberry. E. P.
Johnson. Burman Parker. Dallas Outland. Susie A hart..
Terry Lawrence and Joe' Lovett.
Miss Mary Frances Pool. 19. who died Tuesday ,if
tuberculosis after a three years illness at the home of h•.9- •
grandfather. Ben Pool. on Murray, Route 4. was buried
Wednesday in the Martin's Chapel cemt..tery with funeral
Sera ices at the Martin's Chapel Methodist Church. o r
which she was a member.
She is survived by her father. Roy Pool and on
brother, Bill and all her grandparents.

by Kaye.

Ledger & Times File

al

Esq. G. M. Potts and Gardie Lassiter were elected to •
the Calloway County Board of Education at the general ,
election Tuesday.
Robert Swann has leased the former Times-Herald
location on the southeast corner of the .-Auare and will;
move his stock there from his former location in the col- i
lege addition. The lease was purchased fir ris Ihe Ledger
and Times.
men was
One of Murray •s Most prominent
taken by death Sunday morning at one o'clock wh••n
George W. Downs. age 66,-sipccumbed to a long illness
of complications at his hour on Fourth and Pot,lar.
Sevtral hundred local citizens joined the Boy Scotr-,
1 in dedicating their new home on the Paris r.oa.l Wednesday afternoon.
'The Middle 'Tennessee Teachers College t ,, 0,d the
I Thoroughbreds here Saturdayjn thettestga:ueti .t4ya1
have ver lost hri their home fiTttl.
• f' of Ford
Effective :tov. lit. here are some of the
cars at the E. J. Beale Motor Company: Phieton $440,
Roadster $435, Business Coupe 1490. Tudor :ledan, $500,
Fordor 2-Window Sedars--$600, FOrdor 3-WiA0Y. Sedsni
$625, Town -Sedan $670. Town Car $1200.
BRITISH-STYLE LUNCHES

i

,Teleatewers wilt be s.
sect
Bill unlanbers a aelao
ler a few solos combined with
lataihs. It's part f his old vaudeville act, which was better known
than Jark Benny and his addle.
35 Years of Laughs
"It used to get a lot of laughs."
Bill _recalled. -I walk out on stage
and begin a serious number while
the audience began to hawn from
boredom Then I'd get up. march
to the ode of the stage and try to
do a nip-up. Each time I'd land on
my head.
alleen I'd go back to playing the
cello and try t. tea a few jokes.
11 did it all straight-fared' and a
killed the people I made my living
I for 35 years that way

Soon when

AIM FOR VENUS — Herr is
the balloon and pressurized
gon.tola setup at Rapid City,
S. Ce. for sending U. S.
Navy Comdr. Malcolm D.
Ross, pilot. and Charles
Moore. scientist, to an 80,000-foot altitude with a large
telescope to make astronomical obeerations of the
planet Venus. It's an Office
of Nsaal Research project.
:
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Conference Bids, Bowl Berths
In Offing This Week, Next
United Press International
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MACDONALD CAREY, Brandon DeWilde, Marsha Hunt and
Carol Lynley star in the most talked about
movie of the year,
"Blue Denim", which will play Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday
at the Varsity Theatre.

B

ackstairs

W

hitohousa

By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON UPIs -Backstairs
at the White House:
Now there's a story going around
that it was so wet on the Half
course in Augusta. Ga., one day
last week when President Eisenhower was playing that the Secret
Service men with him qualified
for sea duty.

walloping drawina card m Augusta which made the size of the
crowd even more interesting. There
seemed to be two logical theories.
One was that with only a little
more than a year loft in office,
Eisenhower won't be making many
mo.e presidenual tr.ps to Georgia.
This may have stimulated a turnout to -see him while you can."
Also, winter Is approaching and
the time is near when Sunday
afternoon drives will not be too
condonable. Last Sunday was a
fine day fur getting out in the
country.

Gets Freed From
Horns Of Dilemma

A woman reader of :he Musice-1
gann (MuM ) Ch.,nica• who signs
herself "Mrs. A. Public.- writes to
WA YLAN La Mien. "Beek Wars At The Wr.ite House", Folyd Hail of nearby Green
Lake
to object ratner beacrly 'o • recent had to pass the buck to state
pomace aph which said "from all ernegency call.
external evidence. Eirceaower on
It all started when Hall heard
his faith birthday was in good his dog chasing a large buck
deer
health...
in the front yard .1 ha cottage.
al don't believe this," the lady When he went oat to inveetigate,
writes. She goes on to say htw she the deer turned on him
and he
reacts these days when she sees a headed back for the house.
picture of the President; "He looks
The buck followed tam into the
as if one of his Ina, is in the coffin cattage but calmed down when
and the other on a banana peel. He he offered the animal sonic sugar.
looks haggard and like a ghost or • But the buck grew frisky again
a very tired old man."
afte Hall slipped a rope around
Mrs PubLes letter was mailed his neck and cen the other
end
from Spring I.ake. Mich. just in. to a tree outside
time to be delivered to "Backstairs"
Hall said he inacle the mistake
in Auitista on the day the Presi- of leaving the rope t.o long and
dent played 36 hies of golf last the buck chased tem back into
week.
the catitaxe That's when he put in
ha call for help.
The crowd that turned out at
By the tirne police arrived, they
the Augusta airport last Sunday fund Hall hanging
on to the
afternoon to wave goodbye to the , antlers of the buck. The animal
President as he took off for Wash-' shook himself loose. snapped the
ington was amazing in its large rope and headed for safety in the
size This was the end o Easep- woods before the Ricers could do
howe 's 22nd trip to Augusta as anything about it.
?resident and his goings and conins" 'should be s mewbat old hat
A galas" of oil produces 140,000
by taw.
Betah Thermal Lids of hear; a
Yet, on a sunny, but daily and cubic oot of natural gas produces
very breezy afternoon, the largest 1
BTU's; a peund of antlers.
crowd ever to collect at the Au-, cite coal 13.000 BTU's: a pound
gusta airport for the Presidenti of fbitt5runoug coal 13,300: and a
turned out and cheered loudly as, keenest! hour ..f electricity 3,415
he went up the an of his plane.! BTU's.
The turnout had aid Augusta
hantb puzzled. There was no particular publicity buildup in thei
local neistra:aseni beyond a routine:
story giving the time f his departure
The Presidont seemed happily
surprised when he stepped from
his lenotaane that b ought him to
the aaport from the Augueta National Golf Club Eisenhower took
oil his hat despite a stiff breeze
and walked toward the people who
were collected along a rape barrier.
He lifted bath arms in the air
and the c wd howled with the
enthu.siasrn normally associated
w.th political ralaes.
The President started toward his
plan' and passed a relatively smajl
sedan which contained, by actual
count. 10 *rill young eals.
New R. Tramater
"Well, would you look at' that?"
A Cousticon Stylers
he said with a chuckle.
1.
He stopped again as he went up
the steps to his plane. threw his
arms up in a charactensec gesture Stns.! Power-name: 6 Tranosters
and Wined on his best 100-watt and 3 conpincers body
aids at
wnile The crowd whooped again. $73.00. Come in or write for
home
From the remp, it was eeey to see i service All aids new and guaranthat eeveral thousand pe pie were teed. Free hearing test by censulapr
along the ropes and many more with 10 years experience.
sitting in :heir autarnobiles.
And most of the people remained
Write To
until the slipstream from the engines of the President's plane sent
Ph. 22e0
306 W. Washington
them scurrying far cover.
Paris, Tenn
The •President has never been. a

1

NINE-TON D101—That little dot down below the cluster
of uve parachutes is a 101)S-ton tractor, the
largest load
ever parachute, from a C-124 Globeznaster. It is
being
dropped to the 17 U. S. Navy scientists at Antarctic station.

r-

ing unbeaten and untleet major
powei s.
Oklahoma is a seven choice over Army and Notre Dame
is a three-point favorite over Navy
In two at the day's top intersectional clashes while Pennsylvania
Is favored over Columbia by 16
Only a loss to 36-point under- points and Dartmouth is eight
Colgate-whaoh
cS
would rank points over Coinell in Ivy League
as the season's No. I upset to features.
Delaware. the Middle Atlantic
date-can derail nationally - top
ranked Syracuse while Texas and Conference leader, faces Bowling
Clemson can clinch at levet ties Green, the mid - American lest*
for the Southwestern and Atlantic hi one of the season's top
Coast conference titles. The South- colle.:e games. Delaware is ranked
west winner .;oes to the Cotton ' first and Bowling G....en third in
Bowl and the Atlantic Coast vic- the UPI small college ratings. Each
tor is a possibility far the Sugar has a 7-0 reood.
Southern Methodist is rated six
or Orange.
Second-ranked Texas is a six- points over Arkansas, Iowa is six
it favorite over Texas Chris- over Ohio State. Duke seven over
tian in one of the Soutemeat's an- Wake Forest, Haw yard 10 over.
nual "big ones" and Clemson, 5-4J Brown and Missouri 21 over Kanin ACC competition, is 14 points sas State in other features,
over Maryland.
The Big Ten and Weal Coast
races are expected to continue
dealt cited but there's liable to
be a big blowup in the Southwest'
em
Conte ence. In the Big Ten
Wiscons:n is favored over Illinea
and Northwestern is picked ov. r
Michigan State in results that
would leave them tied for the '
league lead. Georgia, unbeaten in ;
the Southeastern Confereasa. is
II
an und:dor to Auburn, however,1
which means that once - beaten I
Tuesday, November 17
Louisiana State, atissiseappi and 1
Ge. rgia Tech can enchithee their Hazel at Lynn Grove
Beidland at Benton
title chances.
1Crksey at College High
UCLA Tops NCS
LSU. beaten for the first time New Concord at St. Mary's
figured to bounce becke with a S. Marshall at Ileatb
Friday, November 20
vengeance against Missiseippi State
S. Marshall at Rea:Hand
in a night :erne: Miseaseippi Is
rated nine points over Tenneasee, K.rksey at New Cancord
the team which upset LSU and Hazel at Cuba
Georgia Tech is six points over College H.gh at Alen°
Beviton at St. Mary's
Alabama.

The free-for-all battles for conference tales arid bowl berths go
into their next-to-last week of
frantic action today with Syracuse. Texas and Clemson in the
strongest petitions to nail down
bids.

,un —
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Services for L. L. Farley. 71. who died this morning.
be held Monday at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Chapel. Burial will be in the City Cemetery.
Butler High of Princeton defeated Murray High
School on the football field last night by a score of 12-6.
. The Murray State Thoroughbreds play Middle Tennessee today at 2 p.m. here.
The Middle Tennessee boys are undefeated and untied for the season.
The Redbirds of New Concord defeated Hazel last
night in a game at New Concord. The final score WAS
46-41.
The 4-H Fat ('attle projects brought $3810.01 into
the pockets of the club members of Calloway County
Thursday at the sale of the cattle featured in the show.
held at the local livestock yard.
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ITPI Hollywood Weller
HOLLYWOOD
William
Dennarest must be the most honest
actor on television with the admission he is starring in a series because -it's somethira, for rottang
Retired for the past three years,
Bill agreed to star in 'Love and
Macriage" strictly for the residuals.
-Acting is the only profession
I've heed of that pays for a man
for doing nothing." he grinned
happily "I decided to take advantage of it.
"A while back I appeared on the
Danny Thomas Show ocean .nally,
just to satisfy the nam in me.
Later I went fishing up at Gazelle,
Calif., on a little vacation. One
night I turned on the TV set and
saw myself on a re-run. Then it
struck me. I was sitting, there
doing nothing and getting paid for
It.
Better Than Insurance
"You have no idea what a wonderful teeing that was. I was convinced I should do more of it. I
can work a while, tnan relax for a
good many years on what I earn
from residuals. It's better than insurance.
After his "retirement," e7-year
old Bill finds his weekly program
strenuous. When he's not working
he plays the stock market and
dabbles in nil and mining.
i
As the mercurial music publisher in the NBC-TV series Demarest
, co-stars with Jeanne Bal and Stub-

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

IMPROVEMENTS

KENTUCKY

By VERNON SCOTT

••••
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Demarest Is
Most Honest
Actor On TV

nsolida layARCIOalrl TIMES PUOLtetitftel
IsaiaLiStt
hse.
V the Murray Ledger, The Calloway COMPANY.
Tinaas. ant The
noes-Harald, October 20, 1928,- and the Wad Kalataielgiaa
s ilessimg
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Schedule
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In Friday night action. Bill KilSaturday, November 21
mer, g jaiknif-of-all backfield-tradChristain County at N. filarsnall
es passed for two -touchdowns.
while Ms undersudy Skip Smith
ran 70 yards for anoher t. give
UCLA
21-12 win over Norte
C
a
In other Friday waist action,
dslaated 'Soot! CamMauna
wit
bria 26-6: Gusratus topped Kear- ag.
bei
aided
ney 27-13: Ark:intro; Tech we!- what
iat 411)leobellyis the n5gvorlds most
lopped °white 40-12; North East ; constant the:name:et at the new
Missouri traunced
Bradey 384 Walker Laboratory of the Sloanand Marourl Valley edged Em-'l Kettering Institute here.
poria 14-7.
The
thermometer,
which
If
In today's Big Eight, where the guarded by a syateni of therrnorunnerup pes to the Oran.e Bowl Wats more than 100 times more
provided Oklahoma wins the con-' sensitive than the human body,
ference title. Colorado is • three-' registers the temperature of •
point underdog against Nebraska. room which is not allawed to vary
A Colorado victor y, however, more than two degrees from #
would virtually put the Buffaloes degrees Fahrenheit_
in the Change Bowl.
The
therrnastata,
which
are
Baylor Is Underdog
equipped with alarms and are conSouthern Cali* rnia is a 14-point trolled by a "data center" depick over Baylor and North Texas veloped for the laboratory by the
State is favored ever Tulsa Syra- atenneapoliseHoneywell Regulator
euse. Texas. IJ. S. C. and North Co., safeguard the inistitute's priceTexas State are the only remain- less celony
reNearch animals.
- -•-

Thermostat System
Cancer Fight

LAST
TIMES
TONITE!

THREE STOOG

in

"HAVE ROCKET WILL -TRAVEL"
also "CHASE ME CHARLIE"
with CHARLES CHAPLIN

STARTS SUNDAY!
.

10"

• • 5.

the motion picture"blue der:in,"
talks heart to heart with
young America -and their parents!

Eye Glass Aids
at $99.0

1

Bell's Hearing Center

,

BATH M

LONDON- ruet - '.,heap luncheons." BABA gait, are due to
- New ayou
NEW YORK aapeer on New Y,,rk restaurant can own a AVM r
p •, rri.ACSI '
actor-I:taut to
Mienus next ye'ar
your shcwer
O. ,• menuthe London Daily Mirror
t,) go
Its food writer, without naming' factuar is rnak.ng tie 'I'
ahem, said tea° New' York restau- wah tea et its p,," rn,
one,
reteurs had been in London study- a rasac netair. cz, led al a azoa ;
W:th
Iter115,
menu
Jig .nexpen.sea
,5, hi a reeeribas a re • .c, the,
a view to mak.ng Britieb tourists' ether. alersinet" J ti. 't aith satfeel at home when maim out in ;'.y -tat
Tie (Ste a e
,
New York Otehee that reportedly
,n met Le•h 50,-; -a.cre the
made their ha! eauaige arid'masee
s Id
eka,n f om ;
pie
and .chips and
a,• aerda
r, A Kaplan end Sons. alanietit
•

Admiral
CUBA 'OFFENSIVE . . . MAUCIOUV—Uncoln

White, State
department preen chief, holes one of the pamphlets being
distributed In Cuba which contains, says the 11. S., "offensive, Inaccurate, malicious and mielearhng reports" about
the alleged bombing of Havana in October. The plane carried no weapons, U. S. Investigation show.. The Castro
gov.enment accuses the U. S. of permitting "bombing."
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eaten

are, the Middle Atlantic
ice leader, faces Bowling
he mid - American lesarerijp
of the season's toll
tames. Delaware is ranked
Bowling G.een third in
smell college ratings. Each
ree.rd.
irn Methodist is rated six
ver Arkansas. Iowa is six
to State, Duke seven over
Porest, Hsi. vard 10 over.
ind Missouri 21 over Kane in other features.
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ver Co.nell in Ivy League
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TEN ALUMINUM STORM windage, sekt storing. One atxm with
piano hinge. Insulated jams $164.5U
installed. Home Comfort Company,
lOb South 12th Street, PLaza
3607.

NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK
rent. 'There is no transfer expense
on large shady lot, carport, utility, or closing cost in transferring this
la:ge covered porch with storage, loan. Only pay owner approximateequity and move in.
room, insulated, electric heat, nice; ly $2300
NICE TWO BEDROOM FRAME
hardwood 1 1 oo r S. lots of nice'
house with two acres of land, one
shrubs, only one year old, can bel
mile front city limits. Has full
bought with as little as 3 per cent1
bath, storm windows and doors,
cost.
full
511,250
down plus closing
dining room, fireplace in living
price.
room, god well water, garage and
NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK several other out buildings. Has 01
on Miller Avenue, has FHA loan loan, payments $52 per month inPay
aPPrexurrollely $0.600. Owner cluding taxes and insurance.
will transfer. Payments less than only $1900 and assume loan.
ROBERTS REALTY, phone PLaza
3-1651, Hoyt Roberts, PLaza 3-3924
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzio
krnan, PLaza 3-5683.
or Jimmy
N14C

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield CHerrybill 7-5331. If no
answer call collect Union City, Tennames. phone TUrner 542111. ..TFC

Outlive
Women
Britain
In
Men

cues ("you've got to breathe it to and one smell channel where a
smell signal is implanted at a disbelieve it").
Mike Todd Jr., son of the late tance before each smell. The elecshow-business mooul, on Dec. ZL tric signal triogers a huge disopens at the Cmestage Theater in pensing machine, a sort of smell
Chicago a movie exhaling a pro- brain.
LONDON - IIIPO - Today's woMONUMENTS-Murray marble &
cess dubbed, by his press agent,
Todd's dispensing system is clos- men and female infants in Britain •
Granite Works, builders of fine
"glorious Smell -0-Vision!". Todd ed circuit direct to you. It squirts can expect to live six years longer
"ODOD OAKWOOD CUT TO
memorials for over half century.
ORDED." 'Phone PL-3-4946.
has trade-marked the term Smell- to your twitching nose nerves from than men, according to a governPorter White, Manager. Phone PL
N-27-C
0-Vision!, including the explana- a tiny plastic tube on the seat back ment statistical report.
3-2512.
D2C
you, having been
tion point.
that's in front
Based on the mortality rates for
By DOC QUIGG
piped from the machine. Fifty
Wins By 20 Days
1956, 1357 and 1958, the report ;
CALL HIGHWAY 54 SALVAGE
United Press International
benow
are
tubes.
plus
machines,
Reade thus has made reality of
said women can expect to live to
Company for used auto parts. TeleNEW YORK (UPS - The "battle
the rumar that he was out to beat ing csatructed for theaters.
6-Pronoun
MiN =EU @Egli
ACROSS
the age of 73.53 and men to 67.85.
type connections to aft Salvage of the smelling pictures"-a race
7-Roman
Todd into the film fragrance field.
0 'MOM BORN
SIX SPACES IN MURRAY Me- dealers in seven states. Alamo
It noted also that 8,501 out ef
having
gentlemen
tyrant
Ior
these
Well,
with
producers
movie
two
1 -Scold
between
11 1101AGITURLICI
He seems to have done it, if only
morial Gardens-Bantam. Write P. highway, Trenton. Tennessee, phone
4-Calt..olzed
for every '10.000 females born today
worth
scents
two
their
in
the
put
assaulting
of
systems
0OUR
different
0
soldiers
OMW14.
p.1,4,11
by 20 days. However, Reade's smell
0. Box 175. Phone PL 3-3229. N14C 254.
11-Inetruissent
rnovies, will TV eventually go could expect to reach the age of
N ovember
9-Anterwan
'151E3 MOM PME10
national nostril - has :ounded the
for 'situating
systern is superimposed on a prees,a
PA
00000
MOO
Where will it all ...end? 65 but that 'only 6,811 out of 10,senellie?
what
into
last turn and headed
10-Number
nanie
's o
iiiralug
2:r
•13
vionsly made movie-a semi-docuMOO WUO MO
11-Worm
you'll pardon an or- 000 males would have this life
SEVERAL GOOD USED Wringer FOR ANY TYPE ELECTRIC wort some misanthropes might call the
Heaven,
16-41mtdcan of
mentary about Chula called "BeWOM t1IE,J EUA
sctancy.
c
14- bstract
washers. Guaranteed. M. G. Rich- call all Electric Company. Phone home stench.
ganic pun, nose.
healing
urim
being
mow
hind The Great Wall" that vzon
14-Kmployers
11-4C
ardson 407 South 8th Street. N1413 PL 3-21130.
had the silent movies.
15-Potential
we
Font
umuu
maw
2o-litsect•
two grand prizes at Brussels last
-17-Stimulates
Then the talkies (Garbo talks!). year.
01210900010M 0014
21 -Aquatic
19-Conceuled
mammal
000
IMMO
ODMM
Console IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF ware- Come Derember, the grnellies will
SINGER
20-Increase
REPOSSESSED
,tosser
'
2221-River In
WRIVIO MOON 000
23-Sntall
Todd's smell system is the cenmachines, almost new, bought in house, church, school, bowlin,g al- be here (Monroe N.:raft:57/. The
Germany
children
13-to mi.a for
February 1959 - need someone to ley, offices, either of brick, block aromas, like the sounds, are cued ter or ha plot. As the Great Mos25-1 ,ormst testes
46-Pig
tellarium
SR-Negated
26-071a11dered
take up payments of $7.31 mo. or steel c.nstruction, write or call to the action. Theaters will be rips que of St. Sofia is said by archi47-Anglo-Saxon
24-aioniai skins
40-Winter
24- Pnweed
money
27- Sail
tects to be built on lisht, so is
Call Bill Adams. Singer Sewing Steel Building Sales, Inc., 2311 in sound, fury, and whiffery.
-flier
16.51,
45-1•:m
42-I Jut of
(.olloq 1
Walter Reade Jr., son of a the- Todd's him built on scent. Written
32-Pepper plant
Machine Shop, 103 North 5th. next Division Street, Evansville, Ind,
46-Ma ,i's nam.
Bulgarian
211- Pro. eeds
33-Mait's
GO-Nfouractil
currency
SS-Harvest
to People's Bank. Phone PL 3-53'23, Phone OR 7-1579, Att: H. Symonds ater pioneer, on- Dec. 2 opens at especially for odor, and filmed
nickname
53-A state
31-Note of scale
44-Stumble
TFC or for local call Jack Wood, LA 7- the Mayfair Theater in New York completely on location in Spain,
-More
36
3-1757, Murray.
PL
)
(al.br
n
32-taasa
ma
Fore
I.:▪
hon••r-ille
containers
N14C a movie doused in a scent process it's about a young British tourist
-------2001. Benton,
34-Pronoun
.9 iu I 1
0
called Arotriarama, with 72 odor to that country who "turns deX.'4 5 0 7 II
1 1 3
35-Slave
REGIS'TERED BULLS AND heifers
•..tif
37-Skidded
tecttve when he scents a murder
see/ire-able age. Priced right. Conk
14
fr
36-1.air
3
12
plct."
...•.•
33-411odu
Hereford Farms, Lynnville, Ky.
peasants
N14P
The Todd vehicle Ls called "Scent
16
2-7253.
EV
41 -Printers
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measure
of Mystery." The only two .real
III
$:ill
:
.:•
:.
house.
brick
BEDROOM
THREE
42-y.,e fear that
souththe Clay Ceok Home 4 miles
clues the hero has to work with
43-Strips of
in two weeks. See Mrs
• ..,,
west of Crossland at 1:00 pm. - Available
are the perfume of the girl in the
leather
11523
PL-3-3914.
call
or
Kelly
122
Sam
45-Man's
Antique auction - Will sell: 2
case ,and the smell of the pipe
.011/11.
nhkname
• 30 1
TFCC
mattresses and springs, 2
tobacco the villain uses. The film
46-Shout
LOST or STRAYED: Blonde full- beds.
te• •
IS-Th., cinema
otufferobe. dresser, 2 FARM HOUSE on College ous is billed as a comedy-mystery. Its
• 34
il:
blooded cocker spaniel dog about corded beds,
it
.
31
sewing machines, washing machine, route. Available December 1st, 40 different odors will introduce,
• 51 -Native metal
134IsU
1 year old, avera e build. Last
54E01
52-Coins
High School. if laundry stove, radio. 80 good quilts, Call PLana 3-1246 or see al 503 for the first time, movie "whiffMurray
15
near
seen
5.4.iluido'5 high
glit•ti=
II-16-P gags," in which a scent triggers the
N16NIC pillows, cover lids, bed spreads,
note
found phone PL 3-3866.
42
41
40
55-I "mg, slender
•
39
Seth Thomas clock, wall telephone,
laughter.
.,..."
-fish
CLOSE IN, 301 N. 5th St.
LOST: Red two wheel hand truck spinning wheel, side saddle, candle ROOM
Reade calls his Aromarama "the
ros-Roe,lce
3
4
::t
6.0. 43
$04:
preferred. Phone PL 3-3425.
ego:
ado&
57-Performed
out of pickup between Poplar and molds, iron water kettle, dinner Lady
most exciting inn,.vation that has
N14P
.
n 1s1 or Sad Sts. Phone kettles, iron skillets, baking iron,
Main
4.6 47
DOWN
come along since sound." He adds:
X..*
-16-C
N
kitchen safe, cake stand, preserve FIVE ROOM HOUSE me M 500 "Just as you prepare a score for
Plaza 3-3'782.
ill
1-Nothing
51
Le.
••••:.
stand, pitchers, meat platters, vases, Kentucky Avenue.' Electric heat. a film, we will prepare fragrances.
- - --2-CollectIon of
•:•7••
Between
Purse.
LaeLes
faet•
LOST:
.15
smothering irses, dog irons, wagon, Available new. For further infor- The public will tell us whether it's
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••.
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....
3-Collect
5th and 15th., street on Chestnut hay rake, disc harrow, Ave:y corn
,.._
S-Poherised
mation, phone PLaza 3-34013. N14C boxoffice or not - we thfilk it Le"
Call
Reward.
Important papers.
rock_
Distr. by Viatim. •
drill, hay forks, post hole digger.
Pleasant Or Neuter
music.
5-1n
N-16-C
'
•
PL 3-MS2.
Many other Items too numerous to NICE WARM COMFORTABLE
Toe Aromararna fragrances - all
high
_
mention. Jimmy Cooper, Auction- room near college. Nice for col- ad to be pleasont or, at least, mutN14C lege b•crys. 312 Irvan, Phone PL 3- e: - will be loosed through the
eer. Phone PL 3-3307.
N14C freater's air distributing system,
5551.
beteg automatically cued at the
SEVEN KILLED -Two scenes of the wreck of a^ auto and
TWO FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
orojectr. An eleceonic air purlthree trucks on U. S. 30 near New Rochelle, Ill., show one
private bath and ent:ance. Phone
- 'r will remove them immediateof the trucks burning and flattened wreckage of the auto.
PL. 3-3300. Mrs. Fred McClure.
ly.
SIX persons were killed in the auto, and one truck driver.
SECRETARIAL POSITION lo do
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Reade said he intends to make i
shorthand arid typing. 3t1 years
other pictures for his system. He
experience in law office. Phone
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o l'7' 4 rnITT 15
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culture figured out that enouth in tin Aromararna equipment for
drove up to the Greens' I I wanted to shout at Connie:
they
that
bring vourdaugater
exhe
eventually
that
nd
.
him
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tell
together I supoose it was lust For Pete's sake, don't
cigarettes were produced in the V
•-siitoriant Trent asked my .wite.
because the Greens happened to' it's Mal Don't let him get On to
world last year to make a "cig- pected to reduce the cost to $3,500.!
"Oi. I dent know I suppose,
Rythe
same
the
through
at
and
both
Rysons
the
The Todd movie is shut on film I
invite them
seven feet wide and one cigpet"
replied,
Come
ten."
rround
sons to Chuck,
eight sound channels,
MALE HELP. APPLY AT R.,ne arette thick to reach from the contaioing
"Did you meet him? I mean, time.
eight separate Laidspeakers,
For a moment Connie st
That sounded the most improbfor
moon.
the
to
N14C
earth
die he come in with your daugh- I
Cleaner's.
and
Laundry
wig* at a
able of statements, and it seemed looking most con
ter?"
by Ernie Bushmillei•
Lieutenant loss "Now.- she sat . "isn't tr. •:
"No--as a matter of fact, be I tneredeae to me that
NANCY
soil
was
leave
to
there
sure
satiatied
be
I'm
silly?
Tram could
deint."
for an- one. I'm--"
TH E
"Since he wasn't discovered by It at that I was waiting
oefrom
claw
ot
.
"It wasn't by any chance to
glimpse
his cleaning woman. Mrs. Cassidy, other
Tra
But
7"
It
alts
paws
velvet
RYVZin,
ver',
Malcolm
the
hind
GINGER ALE
until next morning, the medical
sctedly. he rose interrupted
examiner can't be too exact about then, quite um,
That was the sec ind tame hi J
"Well, he said, "It doesn't look
the time of death. But he knows
He had slipped it • -)
,tt was Sunday afternoon. He's as it I'm having much success set a trap
to see now much
put a deadline either way-two with you does It. Mrs Hadley 'f- US that way
on our truthfulne.
I' M. and flve P.M. Unfortunate- ife turned to me. -There's noth- could depend
again r'onnie recovered sr.ly, although the people in the ing you want to tell me. I sup Once
mirably. She gave a little rime .
mid apartment were at home at pow, Mr Hadley?"
shrug.
at
Connie.
said
the time, they noticed no sound
nothing,"
o0h,
"How foolish of me to forget '•
01 shot& and the woman at the lore e. -George only met him once,
she said. "Os course at was Ma'"
back of the floor erif.Me TO be didet you, George?"
"That's what Mr. Ellerin. °Nay. So- that's the best we can
I believe so," I said.
thought." said - Trani "He too:
do. Between two and five on Sun"So ne was more • friend of me he was almost sure you'd mi
day . That would be the very next
womenfolk,- COMmented ironed a."
day after he brought your daugh. the
Trent. "Well, I think the most
"They'd only met." began Om ter home from Massachusetts,
sensible thing for me to do next Me. "I don't think that Stal-"
.
wouldn't it?"
Flo
daughter.
Is to talk to your
NOV But before she could finish..
There again he had managed to far she's the last person we know Trent -cut in. "I understan° Ws.
remake a perfectly self-evident
olive."
en'
him
seen
dither..
to haveo
Hadley. that your
mark quiver with ominous overby Al Capp
He stood looking blandly at gaged to the Ryson boy."
tones. Ile waned for Connie to
just
LIL' ABNER
"That's right," said Connie.
Connie. Connie looked back
say 'something in reply. When
he
to
going
is
marriage
"The
as blandly.
AH GOTT-1:1AT
HOW KIN AH
she ain't, he said. "So that's all
GIT ?- NOt3OtT4 KIN STAND BE!t4'
PRE-DICK-S4-44JN MEANS
"I'm terribly sorry, Lieutenant," In about • month 7"
SOLVED,T00.1
BEIN.
STAND
you're able to tell me, Mrs. HadBE
NOBOCPI'LL
Decemof
tenth
she's
the
HIP401•SC)
afraid
"Yes-on
NEAR
I'm
"but
she said,
"10' GOTTA STICK WIF- uGHfley?"
NEAR HIM?
ber."
not here at -the moment"
ABLE -TIT NEAR
really think It Is, Lieutere
ENG BARNSMELL DURIN. TH'
again when
w
by
go
glop
didn't
I'll
he
"Then
"I suppose
sat
DA"?
RACE!!
SA DI E HAWKINS
I have the time I imagine it will your daughter and Mr. Sash* :o
"I see." said Lieutenant Trent.
he a mere formality because we the Greens'' I thought he !Meat
I was looking at him, thinking
decep• don't expect to have much trouble have. I mean, well with tbi ir
of the dozens of flimsy
in catching the murderer."
being married so soon . . ."
tions which might collepse at any
"No." said Connie, "I di
Ile had said that with an alminute and ewe its away, trying
theatrical casualness, as if think the Greens knew him lilt
to gauge something of what was moat
which In any rase Chuck was re Cele
were a statement
going on behind his enigmatic it
particularly surprise us cago on business."
priest's face. I didn't get to first wouldn't
Once again Tract pulled one of
"Yes. Mrs. Hadley. You see,
base.
two suitcases packed hia pauses, and I steeled rhy. olf
had
Saeby
the
in
upright
sat
merely
He
burnt some papers in the for him to &RR 'whether CM rat
red leather chair, looking at noth- and he'd
They're analyzing the 'had actually been in Chtc000
fireplace
mothsaying
and
particular
in
In:.
asil but doubt whether they'll yesterday. But he didn't. He
trig
anything, merely glanced diem at his riffle
When his silence was becoming be able to reconstruct
he was and up again.
Cr arrassing, Connie said. "I'M However, •Il that implies
hurry,
"Well," he said, 'he thing !rt.
C•
,4
a.eud I don't knew the Greens' getting out nf town in a
s
was nie to do now seems to le to ti
tie
becruree
•••••. 141 U Pe C.-40 ,,eas :••••••
ad heas in aisemehusette Lieu- presumably
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someone. And then, the a talk with Mr Rysun. I.-to
tenant. But If you want to get scared of
was left at hope I'll have a little more suchim
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that
gee
that
sure
I'm
by Raeburn Van Buren
In touch with them,
out is
the acene. There are, of course. cess with him." tie held
ABBIE an' SLATS
Ala-"
Mrs.
"Good•bye.
gun hand to Connie.
HE'S CestAING OST
'Oh, no," said Trent. "I don't no fingerprints, but the
WELL, IF THERE ARE ANY STRANGE
belonged to Hadley. Thank you for being so
_ .i.osett •be N•116.1."
NOW-I CAN HEAI•rneed to get in touch with them doesn't aeern to have
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t
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141/A- FEEL1415
They've already got In touch with Mr. Saxtry terneset.
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your daughter was there with hours, they should at mast know like a butler
hire. and Mr. Green seemed to who its (regime reirchnser Wee, door.
I glanced lip and dowi Si"lurk the owner may
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4
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well, that sign of Ala.
.
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will be that-almost one of the family."
Lieutenant Tenet has floertHis smile bathed es In its
"Oh, no," Wed Connie quickly,
Then, without the lively lit the lure on a horst,.
too quickly. "Ala hardly knew blandness.
SOSTe. ago
most
the
him. In fact, I think she'd only faintest change of expression he Getwee limb,
as Otharikeis at Gantt'
exploeive,
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more.
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You mentioned that Don continues here tomorrow.
stoppeo by one evening for a ley
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New School Buildings

$500,000

Planning Oommission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas
Continue..I Home Building
Airport For Murray
Audition To Hospital

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Services for L. L. Farley. 71, who died this morning.
will be held Monday at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Chapel. Burial will be in the City Cemetery.
Butler High of Princeton defeated
Murray High
School on the football field last night by a score of 12-6.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds play Middle Tennessee today at 2 p.m. here.
The Middle Tennessee boys are undefeated and untied for the season.
, The Redbirds of New Concord defeated Hazel last
night in a game at New Concorstl. The final score was
46-41.
The 4-H Fat Cattle projects brought $3810.01 into
the pockets of the club members of Calloway County
Thursday at the sale of the cattle featured in the show.
held at the local livestock yard.

20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
The Murray Lion's Club, organized five weeks ago
will receive its charter in a special program at the NIiirray High School gymnasium Tuesday night. November
14, at 8 o'clock. it was announced today by T. T. Elkins.
Clifton Brown. native of Calloway County and Mur- 1
ray and a graduate of Murray State College and Bowlinr 1
Green Business University, was recently notified of his
appointment to the Executive Board of the Virginia
Business Education Association.
Stewart A. Arnold. 70. for years a worker for the City
of Murray. died yesterday morning three miles north of
Lynn Grove at the home of Ed Carter. and was buried
in the afternoon at South Pleasant Grove.
The Calloway County Lumber Company reports that
business is on the upgrade for it and that the following
people are among those who are building new homes or
whose homes have been recently completed in Murray
and Calloway County: Prof. Everett Derruberry. E D.
Johnson. Burman Parker. Dallas Outland. Susie A hart.
Terry Lawrence and Joe Lovett.
Wee Mary Frances Pool. 19. who died Tuesday of
tuberculosis after a three years illness at the home of her .
grandfather. Ben Pool. on Murray, Route 4. was buried
Wednesday in the Martin's Chapel cemc•tery with funeral
senices at the Martin's Chapel Methodist Church. of
,
Which she was a member.
She is survived by her father. Roy Pool and one
brother. Bill and all her grandparents.

UKKAI, KENTUCKY

AIM FOR VENUS - Herr is
the balloon and pressurized
gondola setup at Rapid City,
S. D.. for sending U. S.
Navy Comdr. Malcolm D.
Ross. pilot, and Charles
Moore, scientist, to an 80,000-foot altitude with a large
telescope to make astronomical obser etions of the
planet Venus. Its an Office
of NaNal Research project.

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Haywood Wailer
HOLLYWOOD Imp — William
Dernarest must be the most honest
actor on television with the admission he is stairing in a series because "it's something for rething."
Retired for the past three years.
Bill agreed to star in 'Love and
Marriage" strictly for the residuals.
"Acting is the only profession
I've head of that Pays for a man
for doing nothing:* he grinned
happily. "I decided to take advantage of it.
"A while back I appeared on the
Danny Thomas Show occasOnally,
just to satiety the ham in me.
Later I went fishing up at Gazelle.
Cakt. ono, a little vocation. One
night I turned on the TV set and
saw myself on a re-run. Then it
struck me. I was sitting, there
doing nothing and getting paid for
it.
Better Than Insurance
"You have no idea what a wonderful teeing that was. I was convinced I should do mo:e of it. 1
tan work a while. than relax ter a
good many years on what I earn
from reseduels. It's better than insurance.
After his "retirement:* 67-year
old Bel finds his weekly program
strenuous. When he's not working
he plays the stock market and
dabbles in oil and mining.
As the mercurial music publisher in the NBC-TV series Deimarest
co-stars with Jeanne Bel and Stubby Kaye.
'Televiewers will be
. eed
soon when Bill unlimbers a celeo
Inc a few solos combined with
lauehs Its part .1 his old vaudeville act. which was better known
than Jack Benny and his fiddle.
35 Years of Laughs
"It used to get a lot of laughs,"
Bill recalled. "I walk out on stage
and begin a serious number while
the audience began to hewn from
boredom Then I'd get up. march
to the side of the stage and try to
do a rep-up Lech' time I'd land on
my head.
-Then I'd go back to playing the
cello and try t. tell a few jokes.
I did it all straight-fared and it
killed the people I made my living
for 35 yea-s that way

30 Years Ago This Week I

NINE-TON DROP—That little dot down below the
cluster
of bye parachutes is a nin•-ton tractor, the largest
load
ever parachuted from a C-124 Globernaster. It
is being
dropped to the 17 U. S. Navy scientists at Antarctic 'tatter,
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lunchLONDON- fLTI
cans." Betieh style are due to
appeer on New York restaurant .
menus next year. according to
the London Daily Mirror.
Its food writer', without naming
thern. said -Iwo New York : itaurateurs had been in London studyng ,nexpensive menu items. web
a view to mak.ng British tourists
Oel at home when eating Q1.11. in
New York Dishes that reportedly
made their fist eaueitte andonash?
ree. and —them arid
• eie eerce

t• •
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BATH

mg unbeaten and untied major
powers.
Oklahoma is a seven - pottS
choice over Army and Notre Damv
is a three-point favorite over Navy
in two al the day's top intersectional clashes while Pennsylvania
is favored over Columbia by 16
points and Dartmouth is eight
points over Cornell in Ivy League
features.
Dolaware, the Middle Atlantic
Conference leader, faces Bowling
Green, the mid - American les7:14„
in one of the season's top
colle;e games. Delaware is ranked
bra and Bowling G.een third in
the UPI small college ratings. Each
has a 7-0 reo :d.
Southern Methodist is rated six
points over Arkansas, Iowa is six
over Ohio State, Duke seven over
Wake Forest, Heavard 10 over
Brown and Missouri 21 over Kansas State in other features.

Only a loss to 36-point under(' g Colgate-which would 'sink
as the season's No. 1 upset to
date-can derail nationally - top
rainked Syracuse while Texas and
Clemson can clinch at least ties
for the Southwestern and Atlantic
MACDONALD CAREY, Brandon DeWilde, Marsha
Hunt and
Coast conference titles. The SouthCarel Lynley star in the most talked about
movie of the year,
west winner goes to the Cotton
"Blue Denim", which will play Sunday, Monday,
and Tuesday
Bowl and the Atlantic Coast vicat the Varsity Theatre,
tor is a passibility for the Sugar
or °Lange.
Second-ranked Texas is a sixwalloping drawing card in Augusackstairs AT'. ta which made the size of the point favorite over Texas Chriscrowd even more interesting. There tian in one of the Southwest's anseemed to be two logical theories. nasal "big ones" and Clemson, 5-0
hitehouse
One was that with only a little in AOC competition, is 14 points
more than a yea: left in office. over Maryland.
The Big Ten and West Coast
Eisenhower won't be making many
By MERRIMAN SMITH
rrio:e presidenual tr.ps to Georgia. races are expected to continue
UPI White House Reporter
This may have stimulated a turn- derail, eked but there's liable to
HIGH SCHOOL
WASHINGTON 11111) -Backstairs out to
be a big blowup in the Southwest-see him while you can."
at the White House;
ern
Confe•
ence.
In
Big
the
Ten
Also, winter is approaching and ,
Now there's a story going around the
time is near when Sunday Wiscons:n is favored over Illinois
that it was so wet on the gulf afternoon
drives will not be too and Norttnvestern is picked ova r
course in Augusta. Ga., one day comfortable.
Last Sunday was a Michigan State in results that
last week when President Eisen- fine day for
getting out in the would hove them tied for the :
hower was playing that the Secret country.
league lead. Georgia, unbeaten in
Seivice men with him qualified
the Southeastern Conferenc. is
sea
for
duty.
an undoior to Auburn, however,
--—o—
which means that once - beaten
Tuesday, November 17
A woman reader of the MusiceLouisiana State, latissiaappi and
gaon (Mich.) Ch! -nicle who signs
Gei riga Tech can enchance their Hazel at Lynn Grove
Reidtand at 13certon
herself 'Wm. A. Publac." writes to
title chances.
WAYI.AND, Mich. IC:rksey at College High
"Back eters At The White House", Polyel Hail of nearby Green
UCLA Tops NCS
Lake
to object teener b
!o a recent had to pass the buck to state poISC. beaten for the first time New Concord at St. Mary's
paraie aph which said "treat all ern geney eau.
figured to bounce bricke with a S. Marshall at Heath
Friday, November 20
external evidence. Eircehower on
It all started when Hall heard vengeance against Mississippi State
S. Marshall at Riedland
his tilith birthday was in good his dog chasing a large buck
deer in a night :ame; Miseieseppi is Itrksey at New
Concord
health..."
in the front yeard ,f ha cottage. need nine points over Tenne
don't believe this," the lade i When he went out to investigate, the team which upset ISO and Hazel at Cuba
College H.gh at Almo
writes. She goes on to say hew she the deer turned on him
and he Georgia Tech is six points over Benton at St. Mary's
reacts these days when she sees a headed back for the house.
Alabama.
picture of the President; "He looks
In Friday night action. Bill KitThe buck followed hon into the
Saturday, November 21
as if one of his legs is in the coffin cottage but calmed down when mer, a jackof-of-all backfield-trad'Christian Oeurvey at N. Marshell,
and the other on a banana peel. He he altered the animal some sugar es passed for two touchdawns.,
looks haggard and like a ghost or But the buck grew frisky
again while his undersurty Skip Smith
a very tired old man."
after Hall slipped a rope around ran 70 yards for aneher 6
give
Mrs Public's letter was mailed bis neck and tied the other
end UCLA a 21-12 win over North
front Spring I.ake. Mich. just in to a tree outside
Carolina State
ea*.
time to be delivered to "Backstairs"
In other Friday n.leit, action,,
Hall said he made the mistake
t:
in Auitrsta on the day the Preet- of leaving the rope t.o long and Miami, rh4 mooted -south Caro'-.
dent played 36 hies of golf last the buck chased him back into line 26-6; Gust-a-via topped Kear- agonat eincer is hetet aided
week
the mileage. Theirs when he put in neY 21-13: Arkansas Tech me.- what is pug:ea:ay the world's most
lopped Oachita 40-12; North East constant theimorritter at the new
his call for help.
The crowd that turned out at
Bradey 38-3 Walker Laboratory of the SloanBy the tame police arrived, they Missouri traunced
the Augusta airport last Sunday found Hall hanging on to the and Miesouri Valley edged Ern- Kettering Institute here.
afternoon to wave goodbye to the antlers of the buck. The animal pone 14-7
The
thermometer,
which
is
President as he took off for Wash- shook himself loose. strapped the
Ira today's- Big Eight. where the guarded by a syetens of thermoington was amazing in its large rope and headed for safety in the runnerup
es to the Oran .e Bowl; teats more than 100 times more
size This was the end MI6 Easen- woods before the fficers could do provided Oktahorna wins the eon- sensitive than the human body,
.
howe.'s 22nd trip to Augusta as anything about it.
ference title. Colorado is a three- , registers the temperature of a
President and his goings and c
point urierdog against Nebraska. , room which is not allowed to vary
should be a_mewbet old hat
A gallon of oil pi adores 140.00e A Cotortlo victor y, however. more than two degrees from
by new
British Thermal Celts of hear; a would virtually put the Buffaloes! deg:ees Fahrenheit.
Yet, on a aunny. but ctelly and cubic foot cat natural gag produces in the Orange Bowl.
I
The
thermostat*.
which
are
very breezy aftern.,on. the largest 1.000 BTU's: a peund of anttrraBaylor Is Underdog
equipped meth alarms and are concrowd ever to collect at the Au- cite coal 13.000 BTU's: a pound
Southern Calif mega is a 14-point trolled by a "data center" degusta arport for the President of bituminous coal 13,500; and a pick over Baylor and North Texas , veleped for the Laboratory by
the
turned out and cheered loudly as kilowatt hour _1 electricity 3,415 State is favored over Tulsa. Syra- MenneripellseHoneywell steguistos
plane.
re
he went up the !amp
his
mice, Texas, U. S. C. and North Co., safeguard the institute's priceBTU's.
Texas State are the nety rernein- less relony f rfee oca 3,, mats
The turnout had old Augusta
hands puzzled. There was no particular publicity buildup in the
local newspopere beyond a routine
story giving the time 1 his departure
The Presidint seemed happily
surprised when he stepped from
his ernousine that b ought him to
the a.nport from the Augusta Nahone' Golf Club Eisenhower took
Ner ?,.• hart denote a stiff breeze
THREE s-roonEs cc
LAST
and walked toward the people who
"HAVE ROCKET WILL TRAVEL"
TIMES
were collected along a rope baralso "CHASE ME CHARLIE"
rier.
I TONITE!
with CHARLES CHAPL IN
He lifted both .arrn.s in the air
and the c iced howled with the
enthusiasm n o rm ally associates
w.th political mikes.
The President startle toward his
plane and poured a relatively smell
-•-••••••••••....sedan which contained, by actual
count. 10 thrill young orls.
Nee I Trembler
"Well, would you look at that?"
A Cousticon Stylers
he said with a chuckle.
-.Eye Glass Aids
He stoppird again as he went up
the steps to his plane. threw his
at $99.50
arms up in a charactereetc gesture Smail Powerneater
6 Tranusters
and turned on his best 100-watt and 3 conpincens body aids at
smile The crowd whooped again. $73.00. Come in or write fur
home
From the ramp, it was may to see service All aids new
and guaranthat eeveral thousand pe pie were teed. Free hearing test
by coreeeter
along the ropes and many more with 10 years experience.
sitting in their automobiles.
And most of the people remained
Write To
until the slipstream from the enBell's
Hearing
Center
gine's of the President's Mane sent
Ph. 22A0
306 W. Washington
them srunying for cover.
Paris, Term.
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Gets Freed From
Horns Of Dilemma

Thermostat System
Cancer Fight

I talks heart to heart with
1 young America -and their parents!
.,!I ii,j

) ,..
..
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• i,

day afternoon.
The Middle Tennessee Teachers College t!i - ied the
Tho-i-otighhritds here Saftirdity in the ttlallie ill !ACIIN
have ver lost on their home field.
Effective Nov. 1st. here are some of the I.. ces of Ford
cars at the E. J. Beale Motor Company: Phaeton $440,
Roadster $435. Business Coupe $490. Tudor :;edan $500,
FOrdor 2-Window Sedan $600, Forrior 3-Wil,dow Sedan'
$625, Town Sedan $670. Town Car $1200.
BRITISH tiTI'll LUNCHES

United Press International
The free-for-all battles for conference titles and bowl berths go
into their next-to-last week of
frantic action today with Syracuse. Texas and Clemson in the
strongest peeetions to nail down
bids.

I the motion pictureablue decim"

Esq. G.

and Times.
men was
One of Murray's most prominent busirie...
k when
taken by death Sundt*. morning at -erne
George W. Downs. age 6/6, succumbed to a long illness
of complications at his hohte on Fourth and Prrair.
Sevcral hundred -local citizens joined the Boy Scout.:
in dedicating their new home on the Paris Iloa -! Wednes-

Conference Bid owl Berths
In Offing This eek,Next

STARTS SUNDAY!

Ledger & Times File
M. Potts and Gardie Lassiter were elected- to
the Calloway County Board of Education at te general
election Tuesday.
Robert Swann haa leased the former Times-Herald
location on the south*ast corner of the square and will
move his stock there from his former locati,di in the college addition. The lease was purchased fir-ra the Ledger
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The Allerton
IMPERIAL

CUBA 'OFFENSIVE . . . MAUCIOUV—Lincoln White, State
department press chief, holds one of the pamphlets being
distributed in Cuba which contains, says the U. S., "offensive, inaccurate, malicious and misleading reporter
about
the alleged bombing of Havana in October. The plane carteed no weapons, U. S. Investigation shows. The Castro
government accuses the LI S. of permitting "bombing."

TV

(23" OVERALL DIAGONAL VIEWABLE AREA 282 SQ IN.,
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Payment. as low as elo per month

DICK and DUNN ELECTIC & TV
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NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK
rent. There is no transfer expense
on large shady lot, carport, utility,' or closing cost in transferring this
eelarge covered ,porch with storage loan. Only pay owner approximatein.
move
and
ly $2300 equity
DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
I EN ALUMINUM STORM win- room, insulated, electric heat, nice i
NICE TWO BEDROOM FRAME Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
cues ("you've got to breathe it to and one smell channel where a
tea, sell storing. One door witn hardwood floors, lots of nice'
one
house with two acres of land,
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smell signal is implanted at a disbelieve it").
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Mike Tcdd Jr., son of the late tance before each smell. The elec, a.alled. Home Conaort Company, bought with as little as 3 per cent;
storm WirldOWS and doors, answer call collect Union City, Tenshow-business rrictoul, on Dec. 22 tric signal triagers a huge disSouth 12th Street. PLaza a- down plus closing cost. $11,250 full. bath,
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expioeive, as 4.1.harkias at Guilt"
a 5 PO 011.-a5
e-wee-es-eare^ar
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Women Outlive
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Rattle Of
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irnostat. System
imcer Fight
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00rtcer is being aided WI
; probably the world's most
,t the:meant:et at the new
Laboratory of the Sloanng Institute here.
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thermometer.
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i by a system of thermolore than 100 times more
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-s the temperature of a
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Fahrenheit.
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Social Calendar

Women
- - Features

Saturday, November 14th
The Captain Wendell Oury chapter of D.AR. will meet at 2:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Wesley Waldrop on Miller Ave.
Mrs. George Hart will speak on
"Historical Places".
All members are urged to attend.
• • ••
A Rummage Sale will be held
in the American Legion Hall from
I a.m. to 5 p.m. The sale is sponsored by members of Group One
af the First Christian Church.
• • • •

Tuesday, November 17th
The Dorcas Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church will
have a Thanksgiving dinner meeting at the Woman's Club House at
8:30 p.m.
Group 2 with Marelle Andrus,
captain, will be in charge.
••• •

The Murray State Dames Club
will present a Festive Fashion
••••
Show in the Fine Arts Auditaarluen at 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 18th
The Festive Fashions will be
The J. N. Williaans chapter of the
United Daughters of Confederacy supplied by Tracy's Dress Shop.
will! meet with Mrs. W. B. Roberts, Admission 3.5c
• • • •
81h and Olive at 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. John Campbell of Paducah
STILL LIKE ICE CREAM
will be the guest speaker.
• • • •
CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand
— The 17 men who wintered
Calloway County Country Club's
Ladles Day Luncheon will be at at the American antarctic station
the club house at noon. Hostesses at the S.uth Pole have had their
are Mrs. Robert Miller, chairman. quarters buried under three feel
Dr. Ora Mason, Mrs. Tipton Miller, of snow and ice but it hasn't afMrs. J.. D. Miller, Mrs. Ray Mun- fected their appetite for ice cream.
day and Mrs. Floyd Brummett
„Their favorite flavors are straw• • • •
berry. chocolate and vanilla, Nello
Bambini, of Boston, reported by.
Thursday, November 19
ahortwave :ache).
Homemakers
Wadesboro
The
Club will meet in the borne of Mrs.
ten-thirty
at
Bu nchett
Clinton
o'clock

white feathers, black shoes, purse
and white gloves. Her corsage was
of white carnations.
Mrs. Brewer wore a tan Ynxil
Tuesday, November 17th
The War..asae ratinaay Sthool
sheath dresa with matching feathCircle No. 1 of the W.S.C.S. of
Class of the Memorial Baptist
ered hat. Her access.res were rustthe First Methodist Church will
Church met recently in the home
colo:ed. She wore a vah.te carnameet in the home of Mrs. Leonard
sl Mrs. Elmer Sholar.
tion corsage.
Vaughn, 1015 Main Street with
The meeting was called to order
The bride's grandmother. Mrs.
Miss Floy Robbins and Mrs. Mae
by the president M's. Frances
John Hill Thomas of Cumberland
Monday, November 16
Cole as co-hosewes.
Boyd. Mrs. Rouden St ubblefield
• •• •
City, Tenn , was attired in a cornThe Alice Waters Circle of the
gave the devotional taaen from
flower matching hat, white gloves, First Methodist Churoh will meet
The Music Department of the
Rearriarsa ?arra-Hugh alcEartith led
black shoes and purse At her at 7:30 p.m in the social hall.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
in prayer.
• • • •
shoulder was pinned a carnation
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. Hossession
was
The business
conduc,
corsage in while.
Circle Four of the WSCS, First tesses will be Mesdames Glenn
ted by Mrs. Boyd and plans were I
Mrs. Zehna Brown. maternal Methodist Church will meet at 7:30 Doran, Julian Evans. W B. McCord,
dacussed for the Christmas party.
grandmother of the gn.orn, wore a p.m in the home of Mrs. John Don Robinson. Robert Baar, WilD.ing the SOC;a1 hour games
talue silk two piece drew with Sarranons, 1105 Elm Street.
liarn Furgerson and Irvin Gilson.
refreshments •
played and
were
••• •
•• ••
black acceesories and a corsaav of
were played and refreahments were
His
paternal
white carnations
The Murray Toastmistress club
served by the host,w, and her
The Christian Women's Fellowgrandmother. Mrs Berdie Brewer. will meet at 7:30 p.m in the home
daughter. Linda.
ship will meet in the church parSelected a black crepe with black of Mrs. Albert Tracy.
lor at 9:30 in the morning with
•• • •
accessolies and a white corsage of
G:oup two as hostess.
carnations.
••••
Reception
A reception was held at five
for your Drug, Frestription and Sundry Needs.
The WSCS of the First Methodist
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Church will hold its Mission Study,
home ,f the bride. 907 Poplar
Mr. and Mrs Lerath Raiaas an'Town and Country", each morWE. WILL BE CLOSF.D from
IN WASHINGTON, these witStreet.
nounce the birth of a daughter.
ning from 9:30 to 11:00 in the
their testimony
added
nesses
was
table
covered
a m to 1 :00 p.m to, church flour
bride's
00
The
II
Susan Len. bo.n Wednesday. Novtobeginning
building
• educational
to the hoax folks got from
Bowe
with a lace cloth over as
ember 11. at the Murray HosNov.
Friday,
through
17,
day. Nov.
the now defunct "164,000
of white satin ribbon with blue
p.tal. The baby weighed seven
Question," '164,000 Chalstreamers held the cloth ft the
pounds four ounces at birth. Mn.
lenge" and other TV quiz
corners. The three tiered wedRogers is the former Palsy Snackshows. A House committee
ding cake of blue and white was
lefird. daughter at Mr. and Mrs.
Is holding the hearings.
cut by Mrs. John B Watson. ServSolon Shackleford.
• • • •
ing was Mrs. G:oover Parker. MISS
Bentora Hale poured the pink i
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Costella are
fruit punch. White minas and nuts!
leaving Tursday for a few Jays
were served.
visit with friends in Illinois and
Others assistng were Mrs. John
attend a football game in WasHill Thomas and Mrs. Leonard
cone3n this week-end.
• •••
nestles, an aunt at the bride.
For traveling, the bride chose a
Mr. and M:s. Ronald ChurChill.
blue fitted suit with navy accessJr. of Oh:o. are, the parents .1 a
ories and white gloves She wore
baby bboy. Mra. Ronald Churchill
the orchid from her bridal bouleft List Sunday to go a be with
quet.
them while the younger Mrs.
Churchill is in the horaital. Mrs
Miss Barbara Anne-Sykes. dau.t.- bridesmaid and younger sister of
The wedding couple left imher grand- tir of the Rev and Mrs. James the bride, wore a dust pink dress
R bert Perry. the
mediately following the reception
rr. :her. will go to be with tner Max Sykes. and Mr G:enn Barnett .dentical to the maid of honor. Her
on an unannounced trip. They will
tater.
ewer, sort of Mr. and Mrs. J. pearl necklace was a gift of the reside at 905 Main Street.
C Brewer. were married in an bride.
Oat of Town Guests
Brideernaids were Miss Jean
afternoon ceremony. Sunday. NovAttending the ceremony were Mr.
Muis
.
Tenn
Pans.
ember I at lthe Goshen Meth al:at Sherwood of
and Mrs. Ted Barnett and The
Charles Beason, president of
Church. Reverend Sykes officiated Janet Sykes. sister af the bride. Rev. and Mrs Walter L. Hays of
Beaton, a quiz show sponsor,
,nd Mrs Pat Beale They wore
at the double lar.g ceremony.
SherLeo
Mra.
Paducah: Mr and
says his firm got a complaint
aowns of coquette blue fashioned
her ri the style of the maid af honor's wax]. Mr arid Mrs Edward MarThe be. escorted by
from a contestant IN the
nor E-.7 :3 served a,
Were
grandfather. Mr. John Hall Thomas, tress They wore matching head- shall. Mrs Carl Robertson, MM
spring of 1938 that the diem
hcrstesses for the Ladies D
wore a bridal gown of brocade band veils and mitts Esch Wore Katherine Fitzhugh, MIAS Barbara
was dishoneet Not mosses
NovWednesday
be
t
Luncheon
The
evidence "to hang my hat
satin with a yoke and sleeves of a tiny pearl nacklace. satin shoes. Irby. Miss Faye Thompson
arty
C
Calloway
ember 18 at tre
and
on." he said. Other sworn
Frencn imported Chantilly lace dyed to match, and carried a larae Rev and Mrs. Paul T. Lyles
Country Club
testimony alleges the sponwith tiny Wag uet an white ca. nations ned daughters. Paula and Nancy. all
outlined
was
yoke
The
Members a .-,r cotrim:!•Ce are
of Pr4 Tenn: Mr and Ma.
sor knew what was going on.
neckline was with satin steumerz
"Vs
The
pearls
seed
Mrs Robert Maier. Dr. Ora MaJohn Hill Thomas f Cumberland
back
and
front
Itt
both
scalioped
son. Mrs. Tiptar. Miller. Ms
Serving his brother as- best man City, Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
i The ..wt3 featured the traditional
D Miter. Mrs Ray Munday and
bacbce and sleeves Her full floor was Mr. Joe Bob Brewer Gn orns- Thomas. Perry and Linda of AlWil,erigth shirt flowed into a train men were Mr. Leslie Carroway, knsville: The Rev and Mrs
of
n the back. At the waist in the Mr Tommy McClure. and The lard T Call. Sadra and Earl
Sedalia; The Rev and Mrs. Den,ark was a large bow bustle Rev Harold Craig at Hazel.
ARE A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES:
Nuptial music nor the eareMoril nia Knott at Hazel.
Tiny covered buttons were on the hebeanal Oblate
-.1ceyes arid down lie center of w-as played by Miss Jewel CompFront Cap Assys.
Radios
Motors
The grerene parents. Mr and
the back kir fir.gertip veil of ton of Para. Tenn Her selections
with
entertained
Brewer
J.
Mrs
C.
Rear Body Sections
arida! illusion was attached to a were "Nocturne In E FtaC. ChopClocks
Transmissions
even.ace cap of s.r.descent. squire and in: "Londonderry Air": "Adel cia a reheat-1u; dinner Saturday
STORM DOOR
o'clock
six
at
31
Roof Panels
Seats
Differentials
%my seed pearls The only Jewelry (Mayoraleat Sonata l" Beethaven; ing. October
ter
The table was centered w:th an
'and,
ihe wore was a single cultured "Se:enade", Schubert; "My Heart
Doors
Heaters
Drive Shafts
pearl, a gift fram the grayer.. Her Is Thy Sweet Voice" and the tra- a-raragecnent at white alit lank
rysa n them urns Place tca rds of
of sense satin. She ditional wedding march by Mena
were
lappets
Glass
Speedometers
Be Ready Before
Axle Shafts
carr.ed a single white orctud sur- ekaleohn for the processional and white, pink and blue marked the
Winter Starts!
The
bride
trnersts
arteral
seating
of
lily
and
recessional.
Bumpers or Grills
rounded by tube rases
Steering Gears
Radiators
and gri man exchanged gifts and
the valley tied "nth Icing WhOe
The church was decarated in presented preaents
the.r atCALL US
streamers.
pink and whte Flanking the altar tendants.
•
Miss Rosalyn mywaxt. maid of were/large palre and two sevenTODAY!
The bride-elect WAS dressed in a
honor. was gowned 'in dusk pink branched candlelabra holding
Pay TOP PRICES for Wrecked or Burned Cars
tafetta accented in a large picture burning white tapers. Completing red knit sheath with navy accessHess, the publicityMALI
PLaza 3-1227
collar caught in front w:th a fabre the altar scene were baskets of ories
minded head of an AllenALAMO HIGHWAY — TRENTON, TENN,
Guarts were Miss Sykes Mr.
I rose The rd.: sk.rt was ballerina white gladioli. An arraagement o(
town. Pa.. department store,
Barbara
Mrs
Sykes
Miss
to
Brewer.
$15.000
chrysansmile
white
out
:enrth and at the want' was a bow pink arid
says he doled
Haywood. at AI Jeans
PHONE 2 5 4
Her accees ries were a thernurns was placed on the piann. Roselyn
bustle
get an employe of hls store
12th & Pcplar
Mist
Pat
Beale
Miss
Sherwood,
veil. Satin bows marked the family
matching headtair.d and
on "584.000 Question" polkas
e store.
mentions
rn.i•ctvrz m tta and dyed-la-match pews Mr McCure and Mr. Car- Janet Sykes, Maas Maxine Sykes,
ia r. shoes She carried a large raway Serie(' the candies as the Miss Jewel Compton. Mr Joe Bob
Hewer, The Rev Harold Crais
ia ite carnations and musx began.
tiq..e*
For her daughter's wedding. Mrs. Mr Leslie Carroway. Mr Tarnm..
At her neck was
t,nn.
7 t.,
pearl recklace a g.ft of the Sykes ctiore—ritightweight. powder McClure, The Rev and Mrs a
blue, wool sheath. Her accessones Max Sykes and the hosts, alt7 . Ir.
!• -1 . black vas,' -,at with and Mrs. Brewer.
-.

Miss Barbara Anne Sykes Becomes Bride Of
11r. Glenn Brewer In Afternoon Ceremony

Winsome Sunday
School Class Meets

C'

SATURDAY — NOVEMBER 14, 1959
Sunday, November 22

20. The nursery will be open for
the children. Everyone is invited
to attend this series of meeting.

Read Our Classifieds

I.

c:

•

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday

PERSONALS

PHONY BIZ

Let One Call Do It All To

Highway 54 Salvage

,

Company

USED AUTO and TRUCK PARTS
- phone 254 -

idIJ
•••.
Six .1-amed Hostesses
For Country Club
Luncheon ii-ednesday

Teletype Connections
To 36 Salvage Dealers in 7 States
Parts Purchased On Teletype Delivered
- ANYWHERE BELOW

,̀DielfIS HEAT?

All Above Items Complete and Ready To Install!
We

Starks Hardware

Nieridian
Mutual
Auto
Insurance
offers the

• •••

Murray Lumber Co_ Inc.

Murray

"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone PL 3-3161
104 East Maple St.

SAFE

WILSON

The S uth Pleasant
makers Club met in
Milliard a Orr
Mrs
members and one
Coy Orr. present

1
Up stepped the little man with the big
cigar,
Said, come here Cat, let me sell you a
car.
I signed my name, I gave my money,
I bought a car from Little Bonnie. .
I'M HAPPY!!

DRIVING
LitS0/0!vii
4eirPL
. AN
. see
INSURANCE AGENCY
PLaza 3-3263
T000

Pleasant
Grove H'makers
Hold Meeting

Bonnie Garrison Used
I

1 Mile Out, Concord Road

INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE — FIRE — C.A9UALTT
Telephone PL 3-3415

Gatlin Building
.isar

Mirray,

Kentucky

Mrs. Stanley Grogan gave
devotional from Psalm. 100
rroup was led in prayer by
Dennis Boyd The lesson .n
aid was given by Mrs, Bob
and Mrs Clifton Jones
The hostess served

the
The
Mrs.

first
Orr

restirneisti

:o those present.

PIPES
Cars INSULATE TOUR
DRIPPING PIPES

Phone PL 3-5380

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

Grove Namethe home of
with twetr
M
visitor

•STOP
• INSULATE HOT ri
GOLD WATER LINES
• STOP FREEZING

11

in brief cold Map,

WRAP-014 INSULATION
Is an easy do-it yourself job. Simply wrap on the fiber glut
Insulation & cover with the inclvded
vapor seal tape. $1 pkg. covers 17 ft.
Ssa is &day.
of /
2" pipe1

Steele & Allbritten
Plumbing & Electric
Ph

PL 3 5341

Phone PL 3-1916
LEDGER & TIMES

207 S ird

Yfe...11•411.11•••
•,
..........111.1.11••••,1*

sssa.

•

•

